Barker
Cunningham
Lenko
Landrover owner
Nurse
Lewis
Soldier on train
Video producer
ISC man
Secretary
Cinematographer
Camera assistant
Gaffer
Location Sound
Boom Operator
Art Director
Electronic design/construction
Assistant
Antenna construction
Assistant
Assistant director
Production assistants
Continuity
Runner
Catering
Still photography
Publicity
Editor
Assistant editor
Rushes/liaison
Soundtrack design/mixing
Sound editors
Music
Laboratory
Lab liaison

Richard Moir
Reg Evans
Gerard Kennedy
John Flaus
Jenny Cartledge
Brian McKenzie
Adam Briscombe
Joe Ford
Bryce Menzies
Bid Nossal
Ray Argall
Renée Romeril
John Whitteron
Bruce Emery
James Dunwoodie
Elizabeth Stirling
David Durance
Peter Kulesa
Anthony Bignall
Mars McMillan
Mark Thomas
Cristina Pozzan
Daniel Scharf
Robbie Ashhurst
Chris Johnson
Julian Darling
Kristina Frohlich
Tom Psomotragos
Jenny Darling
Ray Argall
Daniel Scharf
Erika Addis
Bruce Emery
Ray Argall
Bruce Emery
Andrew Duffield
Colorfilm
Kerry Jenkin
Mixing
Tony Paterson
Post Production

with thanks to

I. C. Creams and Co
Mighty Muirs
State Bank of Victoria
State Library of Victoria
Tawonga Hospital

National Parks Service of Victoria

The people of Mt Beauty and Falls Creek

Especially Wally and Kevin Deans, and the staff of the State Electricity Commission,
Mt Beauty

Light fittings by Lumen International
Video equipment by VideoRecord
Office furniture by Brownbuilt
Oscilloscope by Dick Smith Electronics
Fire safety equipment by Chubb Fire
Landsat photographs by Air Photographs/CSIRO

Filmed on location on the Bogong High Plains

Produced with the assistance of the Creative Development Branch of the Australian Film Commission

Screenplay
Ian Pringle
Doug Ling
Elizabeth Parsons

Production supervisor
Mark Thomas

Associate producer
Brian McKenzie

Producer
John Cruthers

Director
Ian Pringle
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